GATX, a specialized leasing company combining asset knowledge and services, structuring expertise, partnering and capital to provide business solutions to customers and partners worldwide, is seeking two experienced financial analysts to provide economic analysis for investment decision-making and analytical support for various corporate activities including portfolio management and product development. Primary responsibilities will be lease pricing and investment analyses, including portfolio acquisitions and structured transactions. The Director Lease Pricing and Analysis will be responsible for more complex structured transactions such as special allocation partnerships and lease-ins. The Director will also take a lead role in portfolio and business acquisitions and will also be responsible for supervising and training junior staff.

Requirements:

MBA or equivalent advanced degree with an emphasis in finance or accounting

Three+ years (Investment Analyst) or Ten+ years (Director of Lease Pricing and Analysis) of financial analysis experience in investment analysis, capital investment, lease pricing, business valuation or similar activities with an emphasis on cash flow modeling.

Understanding of financial concepts, capital market theory, tax and accounting principles.

Advanced spreadsheet modeling skills and experience with a commercial available lease pricing package

Experience with database managements systems a plus.